
Hosung Ahn

From: Hosung Ahn
Sent: Thursday, April 10, 2008 6:18 PM
To: 'Eric L. Geist'
Subject: RE: PSER questions 2

Dear Eric,

Ar you may notice, there are not many thing you can do at this time, other than a brief summary of what the
applicant said. The followings are answers to specific questions. Tahnks for trip report.

Hosung

From: Eric L. Geist [mailto:egeist@usgs.gov]
Sent: Thursday, April 10, 2008 5:38 PM
To: Hosung Ahn
Subject: PSER questions 2

Dear Hosung,
In working on the PSER, a few more questions came up:

(1) In the guidance for 2.4S.6.2 at the end, the sentence "The conclusion of each heading should include the
following statement as an example." does not follow with an example. It would be helpful to have such an
example, but not critical.

(1,dle~tedit un inotee tis ore:e The sa tafifs nsthat tis isare ddressed w tthe genenc D aD and
the related NRC f' FSR Pprvided in~ NUREG-1 53.- lie{ applicant Ias~ pioovided~ sfien forrnatiollt ',Jpp
Issuan:ce of a COL lcens~e.)

(2) The example given in the RAI guidance document that was given to us includes citations of various
regulation at the beginning. Since this is given in 2.4S.6.3 of the PSER, I don't think it needs to be repeated for
the RAIs in 2.4S.6.4, correct?

(yes, it's correct)

(3) In the guidance for 2.4S.6.4, it is obvious that we will not be able to provide text regarding Applicant's
response and staff evaluation of RAIs, etc.. Should we leave some placeholder text for these items?

(At this time, all we can do it why we issue RAIs, briefly)

(4) Similarly, in the Conclusions 2.4S.6.6, I don't think we could include the example sentence. Is there some
other placeholder text we can place here? (e.g., The staff finds that this area is addressed within the generic
DCD and the related NRC FSER provided in NUREG-1503. Determination as to whether the applicant has
provided sufficient information to support issuance of a COL license will be determined upon further
evaluation).

(Yes, not much you can do at this time of point)


